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一、單字測驗(每題 2.5 分) 

1. Helen’s doctor suggested that she undergo a heart surgery. But she decided to ask for a second _____ 

from another doctor. 

(A) purpose   (B) statement   (C) opinion   (D) excuse 

 

2. New computer technology has _____ changed the way Hollywood movies are made. 

 (A) sincerely   (B) dramatically   (C) idly   (D) greedily 

 

3. Bob has a lot of _____, so he's thinking about getting a second job. 

 (A) debt   (B) wait   (C) weed   (D) myth 

 

4. The books on the desk ________ to the university library. I need to return them by Friday. 

 (A) carry   (B) introduce   (C) apply   (D) belong 

 

5. All people are different and have many unique _____. 

 (A) festivities   (B) interpretations   (C) beehives   (D) characteristics 

 

6. A programming language is a formal constructed language designed to communicate ______ to a 

computer. 

 (A) introductions   (B) instruments   (C) instructions   (D) incentives 

 

7. The ___ of money in my bank account is very low. 

 (A) amount   (B) minimum   (C) finances   (D) advance 

 

8. Many people ____ suicide during economic recession. 

 (A) made   (B) broke   (C) did   (D) committed 
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9. The rain ____ my favorite shoes. 

 (A) ruined   (B) charged   (C) billed   (D) issued 

 

10. Located on a strip of land between the Pacific Ocean and the Central Mountain Range, Hualien ____ 

one of the most pleasant cities in Taiwan. 

(A) considers   (B) is considered   (C) is considering   (D) has considered 

 

二、文法測驗(每題 2.5 分) 

11. So far this year four typhoons – two of them very strong –_______ southern Taiwan. 

 (A) were striking   (B) will strike   (C) have been struck   (D) have struck 

 

12. This proposal for a new high speed train _______ because the cost is too high. 

 (A) rejected   (B) has rejected   (C) had been rejected   (D) will be rejected 

 

13. Construction of the new highway system _______ completed on time if more workers had been hired. 

(A) needs to be   (B) would have been   (C) will be   (D) should have 

 

14. The recent worldwide increase in oil prices has led to a _______ demand for electric vehicles.  

(A) greater   (B) greatest   (C) greatly   (D) greatness 

 

15. One of the reasons ______ this is loss of habitat. 

 (A) for   (B) with   (C) to   (D) at 

 

16. An operating system is software that ____ computer hardware and software resources. 

(A) managing   (B) manage   (C) managed   (D) manages 

 

17. Like any tool, the key _____ from a credit card is to choose and use it wisely. 
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 (A) to benefit   (B) to be benefited   (C) to benefiting   (D) for benefiting 

 

18. We always answer questions for customers _____ want to know more about our products. 

 (A) which   (B) who   (C) where   (D) whom 

 

19. Taiwan has the lowest birthrate in the world, _____ just one baby born per woman.  

 (A) in   (B) where   (C) with   (D) for 

 

20. Despite its short history as a formal academic discipline, computer science _____ a number of 

fundamental contributions to science and society 

(A) makes   (B) had made   (C) is making (D) has made 

 

三、段落填空(每題 2.5 分) 

The most important software in any smartphone is its operating system (OS). Some 21._____ cover the 

entire range of the software stack. 22._____ may only include the lower levels (typically the kernel and 

middleware layers) and 23._____ additional software platforms to provide a user interface framework. 

The core services on smartphones all tie in to the idea of a multipurpose device 24._____ can effectively 

multitask. A user can 25._____ a video, field a phone call, then return to the video after the call, all 

without closing each application. Or he or she can 26._____ the digital calendar and to-do list applications 

without 27._____ the voice call. All of the data stored on the phone can be 28._____ outside applications 

or 29._____ by third-party phone applications in numerous ways. Most of them 30._____ via the Internet. 

 

21. (A) platforms   (B) facilities   (C) factors   (D) situations 

22. (A) Many   (B) Others   (C) One   (D) Few 

23. (A) is relied on   (B) rely on   (C) have relied   (D) relying 

24. (A) who   (B) which   (C) where   (D) that 

25. (A) see   (B) read   (C) watch   (D) search 
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26. (A) flip through   (B) watch over   (C) see through   (D) take up 

27. (A) interrupt   (B) be interrupted   (C) to interrupt   (D) interrupting 

28. (A) turned down   (B) exaggerated   (C) limited   (D) synchronized with 

29. (A) invaded   (B) advised   (C) conquered   (D) manipulated 

30. (A) download   (B) have downloaded   (C) can be downloaded (D) can be downloading 

 

四、翻譯(25 分) 

請將以下的短文翻譯成中文 

A college education in the United States is expensive. The costs are high that most families begin to save 

for their children’s education when their children are babies. Even so, many young people still do not 

have enough money to pay for their tuition fees, because the cost of a college education increases every 

year. 

 


